FFYS 197 AH101
An Art Historian in the Real
World
Meeting 7: Tuesday October 25
Authenticity in Art
Part I: Forgery and Misattribution

How do we define FAKE and FORGERY in art?
What are the motivations for fakery and forgery?
How are fakes and forgeries created?
What is the “life span” of a forgery?
What are false accusations of forgery?
Who are some of the important players in forgery creation and
detection??

Han van Meegheren 1889 - 1947

Elmyr de Hory

What is a Pastiche?

The Getty Kouros

Clash of Attributions

Two Portraits of Tommaso Inghirami

Versions: More Common than you Might Imagine

Multipliable Works of Art: Rodin’s “The Thinker”

MISATTRIBUTION: A CASE STUDY
THE “ANHALT CARPET” IN THE METROPOLITAN

Turco-Austrian Wars post-1683; War Trophy to Dukes of Anhalt
Duke of Anhalt-Dessau to Duveen to Kress to Metropolitan Museum of Art

Conventional Wisdom in 1973: “A 19th-Century Fake”

Ellis: “Yellow color is wrong”

Beattie: “Condition too good”

Spuhler: “Design glitches”

Color

Condition

Design

Examining the Carpet

CARPET STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS:
WARP: material, spin, ply, twist, levels
WEFT: material(s), spin, [twist], pattern of shoots, number of shoots
PILE: material, colors, spin, twist
KNOT: Type, number per decimeter vertical and horizontal
EDGES: Structure and materials
ENDS: Structure and Materials

CARPET STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS:
WARP: material, spin, ply, twist, levels
WEFT: material(s), spin, [twist], pattern of shoots, number of shoots
PILE: material, colors, spin, twist
KNOT: Type, number per decimeter vertical and horizontal
EDGES: Structure and materials
ENDS: Structure and Materials

Color and Condition

The Yellow Color and the Dyestuff Issues

LOOKING FOR ASYMMETRY: Cartoon or Knot Plan?

Conclusions:
Color: Unusual among surviving examples, but completely
authentic according to our current knowledge
Condition: Good, but certainly not in any way suspiciously so,
given our current knowledge
Design: Well-done and completely consonant with
our understanding of Safavid-era carpet design practice

THE PAYOFF: MAY 21, 2012

The Trinitarias Carpet:
National Gallery of Melbourne, Australia
Exhibited in Sydney as “Persian, 19th Century)
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To: Roger Leong, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne

undertaken in Melbourne before shipping the carpet to Belgium. The carpet was
examined with a medium‐power optical loupe, and 12mb jpeg photographs were
taken with a Nikon D3 camera equipped first with a 24‐70mm zoom lens (for
general views) and then with a 60mm micro lens (for closeups.) Additional 12mb
jpeg photographs were taken through the loupe itself with a Canon G4 digital
camera. Measurements were made in several different places along the half‐length
of the left side of the carpet.

November 28, 2010: Final Report on the Trinitarias Carpet
1.

Chronology

On March 21, 2010 I received the first of a long series of communications via e‐mail
from Roger Leong regarding the Trinitarias Carpet, his discussions with Stefano
Carboni regarding the carpet, and the possibility of my doing a detailed examination
of that object. On the 25th of June I sent to Roger a detailed description of the
proposed analysis to be undertaken by me in Belgium. After considerable back‐and‐
forth regarding scheduling of the visit, travel arrangements were subsequently
made. In the interests both of economy for the National Gallery, and for my own
convenience, I proposed that in lieu of a business class round trip ticket and a fee for
service, the National Gallery would pay for a round trip coach fare, and a week's
worth of expenses in Belgium; in return I would donate my consulting services in
return for what I regarded as an exceptional professional opportunity to see and
examine this important and relatively unknown carpet.
Preparatory to the actual examination of the carpet itself, I received from Roger
Leong a number of extremely helpful documents. These included a set of high‐
resolution digital photographs of the carpet taken in Australia, a report on dye
analysis conducted by Dr. Recep Karadag at the Marmara University dye analysis
laboratories in Istanbul, and the account of a radiocarbon analysis undertaken on
March 31, 2010. In addition I received references or complete copies of a number of
publications on the carpet, and published references to the carpet, as well as a
preliminary and very useful structural analysis of the carpet made by Susan Scollay.
The Trinitarias carpet was examined by me on the morning of August 7, 2010 at the
De Wit laboratories in Mechelen, Belgium. Two members of the De Wit staff were
present, along with Solitaire Osei from the National Gallery. Mr. Yvan Maes De Wit
briefly joined us.
2

Technical Analysis

The bottom half of the carpet (i.e. that half including the end from which the
weaving process began) was unrolled in the washing area when I arrived (illus. 8).
Most of the analysis work was done on an accessible area half the length of the
carpet on the lower left side, about a meter into the carpet. A search in this area for
jufti knotting and irregular knot patterns came up with nothing. A few remaining
spots of candle wax were noticed that had escaped the massive de‐waxing operation

Warp:

4 tested: all slightly brittle
Und white cotton, 8 z‐spun strands of highly variable thickness plied S
Alternate warps moderately depressed

Weft:

All visible weft was blue cotton, one z‐spun yarn. Two groups of
parallel wefts between each row of knots, some 2+2, others 2+3, and
yet others 3+3; one group straight, one group moderately sinuous.

Pile:

Wool; dark yellow‐ochre, medium yellow, dark red, medium red, light
red (pink), dark green, light green, light blue, medium blue, dark blue,
medium brown, corrosive black, undyed white (13 colors)
All pile yarns observed were composed of 3 z‐spun yarns plied s

Knot:

Asymmetrical open to the left. 47‐49 V x 49‐50 H, 2300 ‐ 2450 per
dm2. Square inch equivalent: approximately 120‐130 kpsi.

Edges:

No original edges observed on the part of the carpet I was able to
observe.

Ends:

Bottom end I observed was very slightly stripped, but no original end
finish was visible.

3.

Commentary

Technique: Thanks to some informal photographs of the de‐waxing sent to me by
Roger I was prepared for the carpet's lovely colors and soft texture, both aspects
that high‐resolution museum digital photography usually utterly fails to convey.
The eight‐ply warp (illus. 12‐13 and 19), according to current thinking, indicates an
Indian origin, the standard being that a four‐ply warp is characteristic of Persian
classical weaving in carpets of this type, while a higher number of plies suggests an
Indian origin.
The blue weft (illus. 11, 17 and 20)) is unusual; the Gulbenkian carpet T62, one of
the closest parallels to the Trinitarias Carpet, has an apricot‐orange dyed weft. The
wefts of structurally comparable carpets now attributable to the Deccan,
exhaustively studied and analyzed in the (to‐date unpublished) doctoral
dissertation of Yumiko Kamada at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University,

are almost invariably dyed pink (a typical example being the medallion carpet
published in D. Walker, Flowers Underfoot, catalogue 13, from Kyoto, which is almost
certainly from the Deccan and not from northern India.
Technical implications for place of origin: The possibility of a Deccani origin is
remote, but not out of the question, given the wider implications of Dr. Kamada's
research; the knot count and the general structure do easily fit into the Deccani
mold, but the texture and the quality of the wool strongly suggest north Indian
manufacture as we presently understand it. I will not use the word "Lahore" here as
the only carpets of assuredly Lahore provenance are quite different from the
Trinitarias in knot density, structure, and texture.
The colors and design are of course largely Persian in origin, which is why carpets of
this type have long been regarded as potentially from either area of production. In
point of fact, I find this largely a question of minor importance, given the extensive
documentation about migrations of artisans and movements of raw materials
between Iran and India in the 17th century. Even if the dyed pile wool were proven
to be of Iranian origin, the structure of the carpet militates for an Indian place of
manufacture.
One characteristic in particular ‐‐ the combination a close juxtaposition of two
different values of the same lac red hue in both a dark purple‐red and a light pinkish
purple‐red ("ton‐sur‐ton"), together with a dark green ‐‐ strongly recalls favored
color use in many different Indian carpets (illus. 9).
Dating: I am unable to fathom the very late dating assigned to this carpet when it
was recently exhibited in Sydney. I did not see the carpet after it was washed, but I
was quite favorably impressed both with the quality of the wool and the overall
effect of the colors, which to me appear totally consonant with 17th‐century
production in both Iran and in the northern Subcontinent. While I do not place
much reliance on 17th‐century C14 dating of carpets as a stand‐alone determination
of their age, taken together with the other characteristics: structure, wool quality,
and the corroded black wool. The condition of the black‐dyed wool pile was closely
examined: there is no evidence of the clipping of black yarns to duplicate the effects
of corrosion, which I have observed in some attempts at fakery (illus. 14‐16. The
condition of the black‐dyed pile is completely consonant with that of other early
carpets from this time. Regardless of its place of origin (which is almost certainly
India) this carpet appears to me to be without any question from the first half of the
17th century; nothing in the dye analysis, structural analysis, microphotography,
texture, colors, or condition would lead me to believe otherwise.
Design and Layout: There are a number of peculiarities about the design of the
Trinitarias carpet that merit some further consideration. The so‐called "Harshang"
design we see here is probably derived from a group of carpets woven in Khurasan
in eastern Iran in the 16th century (N.B.: the tell‐tale indication of a Khurasan
provenance ‐‐ significant amounts of jufti or four‐warp knotting ‐‐ was not detected
in my examination of the Trinitarias carpet). Most of the carpets known with this

pattern are today either in private collections or their whereabouts, according to
Michael Franses, is unknown. The only one in a major public collection is that in
Doha, which Duveen had once loaned for the coronation of Edward VII. The flame‐
edge of the central medallion recalls that of other carpets thought to be Indian, such
as Gulbenkian medallion carpet, and another medallion carpet in the Union Central
des Arts Décoratifs in Paris.
Of considerably more interest to me is the border, and what it tells us about the way
the design was planned on the loom. The high‐resolution digital photographs sent to
me from Melbourne, together with my photograph of the carpet in the De Wit
washing area, establish the right side of the carpet in the Melbourne photograph as
the end of the carpet from which weaving began.
First, minor variations along the border among the repeated elements (illus. 9)
suggest that the carpet was woven from a cartoon rather than a knot plan; that is,
the weavers were sufficiently talented to work from a full‐scale drawing probably
placed directly under the warps (in the manner of tapestry weaving in Europe)
rather than using a detailed set of written instructions (a so‐called talim) or the
more recent innovation of a piece of graph paper with the knots colored in on the
individual squares.
The border design was clearly planned from the center outward, using a separate
cartoon from that used for the repetitive palmette pattern of the field "on top" of
which the medallion and its two pendants were conceptually placed. The lack of
relationship between the border and the field, together with the fact the border
cartoon was not created with the width of this particular carpet in mind, and the
center‐to‐edge planning of the layout, resulted in what we sometimes call "weak"
corners (illus. 3‐4); instead of having a "strong" motif in the two lower corners
(either one of the two major border elements, preferably the more compact of the
two), the much smaller eight‐pointed star from the border fell in the corner, but not
quite exactly. In order to turn the corner in a symmetrical fashion, there is an
arbitrary partial doubling ‐‐ a "Siamese twinning" ‐‐ of the small border motif along
a 45‐degree line in the two lower corners of the carpet, as a consequence of mitering
the design.
At the top end of the carpet, the border was similarly mitered at the corners, but this
time in an even more awkward fashion, resulting in an improvised "tongue"
reaching into each corner. Furthermore, because of the use of a cartoon, the borders
do not exactly correspond over the length of the carpet, so by the time the weaving
process reached the top or conclusion of the carpet, the right border was a few
centimeters "behind" the left border. Consequently, when the improvised
tongues" were executed, the one on the top right corner (illus. 6) had to be
considerably fatter than that on the left (illus. 7). Finally, because the top border
was planned from the corners to the middle (the opposite of what occurred with the
bottom border), the middle motif of the top border is an extremely abbreviated
form of the larger border motif, consisting of tiny bits of the blue periphery without
any of the red ground of the oblong eight‐lobed motif itself.

The very large scale of the Trinitarias border created these problems for the
designers and weavers, and the lack of correspondence between the separately‐
designed border cartoon and the cartoon used for the filed is also quite noticeable
when we look at the centering of the medallion with regard to the border ‐‐ itdoes
not line up with either the larger or the smaller of the border motifs. And of course
the total length of the carpet, determined by the length of the eight‐ply white cotton
warps wrapped around the roller beams of the loom, necessitated the top "half" of
the carpet "above the medallion having to be slightly smaller than the bottom "half."
A comparison with the Gulbenkian medallion carpet shows much of the same sort of
artistic struggle taking place in the Lisbon carpet as well, both in the corners and in
the end‐to‐end symmetry, although in the Lisbon example the central medallion is
carefully placed with regard to the outer border, rather than with regard to the
pattern of the field. This of course is exactly the opposite of what was done in the
Trinitaris carpet, where the medallion is very carefully placed with regard to the
design of the field, but without any regard for the border.
While these types of design compromises are not unknown in Persian weaving (and
indeed some of the most artistically disturbing and even inept examples of this sort
of problem appear in carpets thought to be among the earliest "north‐west Persian"
medallion carpets, such as the one in the Gulbenkian), my own feeling is that the
particular design anomalies in the Trinitarias carpet are another argument for an
Indian provenance. They are not "defects" at all; they are simply the necessary
results of the technology available to the weavers at the time the carpet was created,
and in the Trinitarias carpet the design anomalies in my view add to the visual
suppleness of the carpet, a suppleness notably lacking in computer‐generated
designs found in many of today's "high end" carpets.
Provenance: Michael Franses very generously provided me with the following
information from his files.

Accompanying photographs on CD or DVD: Melbourne photos reoriented vertically
with a top and bottom:
1.

Melbourne photograph Fb1000648.tif: entire carpet

2.

My Photoshop color edit of the same photograph, Fb100648c.tif

3.

Melbourne photograph Fb00664.tif, lower right corner

4.

Melbourne photograph Fb00665.tif, lower left corner

5.

Melbourne photograph Fb100682.tif, central medallion, showing
relationship to the border

6.

Melbourne photograph Fb100650.tif, upper right corner

7.

Melbourne photograph Fb100651.tif, upper left corner

8.

My photograph DSC_9366.JPG showing half of the carpet in situ at DeWit

9.

My photograph DSC_9370.JPG showing one larger side border motif from the
lower left side of the carpet, with noticeable asymmetries right to left that
indicate the use of a cartoon and not a knot plan. Note also the green/green
and red/red ton‐sur‐ton

10.

My photograph DSC_9374.JPG, again of the border in the same area, showing
the irregular horizontal wear bands and patchy wear characteristic of very
old carpets.

11.

My photograph DSC_9395.JPG showing the reverse of the carpet, with blue
weft.

12.

My photograph DSC_9381.JPG showing the front of the carpet, with an
exposed warp

13.

My photograph DSC_9398.JPG showing the front of the carpet, with exposed
warps

14.

My photograph DSC_9406.JPG showing the front of the carpet with black
corrosion

15.

My photograph DSC_9405.JPG showing the front of the carpet with black
corrosion

Reportedly Trinitarias Convent in Madrid, gift of Phillip IV
1928 exhibited Seville World Fair
Spanish Art Gallery, London (Vitali Benguiat) possibly in a Bengiat auction; I have
checked up most of the catalogues but will look again.
Perez and Co. London (I have five black and white photographs taken whilst it was with
Perez, from the Perez archive, plus the attached paper)
Reportedly sent to Canada during the War for safe keeping.
James Templeton & Co. Glasgow until 1958
The "attached paper" from Perez listed the carpet as an "Ispahan carpet,
seventeenth century," claimed an early documentation from 1699, and noted the
carpet's remarkably good state of preservation.

16.

My photograph DSC_9384.JPG showing the front of the carpet with black
corrosion

17.

My photograph IMG_3746.JPG showing the back of the carpet, through the
loupe

18.

My photograph IMG_3727.JPG showing the front of the carpet, through the
loupe

19.

My photograph IMG_3734.JPG showing the front of the carpet with exposed
warps, through the loupe

20.

My photograph IMG_3732.JPG showing the back of the carpet, through the
loupe

Also attached in a separate CD are the photographs of Mechelen I promised to
Solitaire, which I send to her with best wishes for herself and her family.

Next Week:
Science and Art History
Scientific Detection of Forgery

